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This article was previously published July 23, 2009, and has been updated with new
information.
In 2009 Austrian investigative journalist Jane Burgermeister1 filed criminal charges
against the World Health Organization, the United Nations, and several of the highest
ranking government and corporate officials, including Presidents Barack Obama and
George W. Bush, charging them with bioterrorism and attempts to commit genocide.2
She also filed charges against Baxter AG and Avir Green Hills Biotechnology of Austria
for producing and releasing live bird flu virus,3 alleging it was a deliberate act to cause
and profit from a pandemic.
When a Czech scientist tested their seasonal flu vaccine, he found that they contained
live H5N1 and live H3N2 viruses. Burgermeister’s charges include evidence that Baxter
deliberately sent out 72 kilos of live bird flu virus, supplied by the WHO in the winter of
2009.
In the 134-page document4 listing the alleged charges, Burgermeister claims to have
decisive proof that drug companies and government agencies are actively engaged in
distributing deadly biological agents in order to trigger a pandemic. She also prepared
an injunction against forced vaccination, alleging mandatory vaccines will be purposely
contaminated with diseases.
The Burgermeister case against the World Health Organization and other government
agencies and high ranking officials spread across the internet, but despite the fact that it

could easily have been one of the hottest news headlines of 2009, not a word could be
found about it in the mainstream media.
Instead, independent journalists and news agencies, and online blogs like InfoWars —
many of which are now defunct or banned from social media — carried the information,
leading many to dismiss it as either a hoax or an attempt to raise the stakes by a
demented conspiracy theorist.
However, based on Burgermeister’s own blog interviews and the documentation she lists
in her court filing, as well as in websites such as truther.org,5 the suit appeared quite
real, and that Burgermeister was quite serious about her allegations.
As for the conventional media blackout, well, that shouldn’t come as a major surprise, all
things considered, and it can’t be used as proof to dismiss the validity of the story. After
all, I’ve written enough articles discussing how the media is in large part bought and
paid for by the pharmaceutical industry.
And, even though this was in 2009, it’s still true today. In fact, while Burgermeister’s
internet presence has been all but erased from social media and the internet, she
renewed her fight against the same organizations in 2020, when COVID-19 took over,
and came forward, calling this pandemic a Trojan Horse for forced vaccination.6
“My particular concern,” she said in the video above, “is that WHO has declared two of
these global epidemic emergencies simultaneously — coronavirus and Ebola, and both
… [have] vaccines being rushed through.” One point she makes in the video is that in the
Ebola vaccine trials, at least 55 people came down with Ebola after getting the vaccine,
and she warns people to look at those studies so they can see for themselves what is
happening with fast-tracked vaccines.
Now, 13 years after Burgermeister warned the world that “an international corporate
criminal syndicate has developed, produced, stockpiled and employed biological
weapons to eliminate the population of the U.S. and other countries for financial and
political gain,”7 and two years after she urged people to do their research on the
pandemic, what do we make of these fantastic allegations?

And, what can we do with the knowledge we gain from studying what Burgermeister is
trying to tell us?

Forced Vaccinations — The Threat Against Your Health and
Freedom
A review of the documentation Burgermeister provided makes at least one thing crystal
clear, and that is this: There are enough legal provisions already in place to make a
mandated, forced vaccination program a reality, giving certain agencies the authority to
go as far as using deadly force to ensure compliance.
As I’ve noted several times during the COVID pandemic, in return for your submitting to
the jab under duress, there are no actual guarantees of the safety of the vaccine, and if
things do go wrong, you have no legal recourse whatsoever to sue anyone, anywhere, for
damages. Indeed, this is an absolute nightmare and nothing short of a crime, no matter
how “legal” and “in the best interest of the people” it has been set up to appear.
So, no matter how you feel about Burgermeister or her allegations in totality, the real and
urgent problem we face right now is the possibility of forced vaccinations against a host
of myriad diseases — and not just COVID.
For example, the WHO’s push for a swine flu vaccine in 2009 was unreasonably hyped by
WHO and health agencies around the world, despite the fact that your chances of
contracting and dying from swine flu were nowhere near justification for a mandatory
vaccine.
Likewise, in 2022, with hundreds of COVID vaccine clinical trials in the pipeline,8
including many mRNA gene therapies and all the other diseases researchers are
working on, such as dengue, malaria and Marburg, the possibility of more forced
vaccinations will only grow more intense.
Even former presidential candidate and Congressman Ron Paul (who is also a doctor)
has gone on the record9 stating that the 2009 swine flu uproar was little more than

hysterical hype for financial gain. In a now-deleted video address he also reminded
people about the outcome of the 1976 swine flu vaccination program, which took place
in 1976.10
At that time, one person died from the actual flu, while 25 people died by adverse
reactions from the supposed life-saving vaccine, and several hundred people developed
crippling Guillain-Barré Syndrome. In his opinion — and I agree — when the swine flu was
put into perspective of regular flu deaths, tuberculosis and other contagious diseases, it
was a total non-event.
All these years later it’s obvious that these massive, international, multiagency and
military countermeasures not only were absolutely out of proportion to the actual threat
of swine flu, but with COVID, as well. When you really consider all the facts and risks, the
crisis response to the 2009 swine flu does raise questions about motive.
Why did they promote the overkill “precaution” of a mass vaccination program against a
disease that causes MAINLY mild symptoms and has an extremely low risk of death?
And that was swine flu — the same can be said of COVID, which was a serious risk
mostly only to senior citizens.
Jane Burgermeister believes she has the answer, and that she can prove it. According to
her 2009 findings with the swine flu shot, which were part of her package of criminal
charges, the vaccine itself could have posed a far greater danger than the virus itself.
And now, fast-forwarding to the COVID gene-therapy shots, the same can be said.
Whether or not to believe it is up to you, but I recommend you review the evidence she
provides for yourself, such as the criminal charges document linked earlier in this article
and her bioterrorism evidence documentation. Whatever the truth is, avoiding the
implementation of a forced vaccination program is of high importance if you value your
life and health and that of your children, friends, and family.

Baxter Investigated, yet Still Got a Vaccine Contract

Much of what happened back in 2009 made little sense, such as hiring Baxter
International to develop a swine flu vaccine despite the fact they were under
investigation for the mass release of the bird flu virus earlier that year.11
In February 2009, Baxter sent a mix of flu vaccine and unlabeled H5N1 virus (the human
form of bird flu) to an Austrian research company. Expecting the shipment to contain
only flu vaccine, the Austrian company then sent portions of the contaminated product
to the Czech Republic, Slovenia and Germany.
It was only when researchers at a Czech Republic laboratory injected ferrets with the
vaccine and they unexpectedly died, that the contamination mistake was discovered.
But should “mistakes” like this really be accepted without repercussions?
If this batch of live bird flu and seasonal flu viruses had reached the public, it could have
resulted in dire consequences. Even though H5N1 doesn’t easily infect people, the flu
virus does. So if people were exposed to both of these viruses, they would have become
hosts for the combined viruses, and would have become highly contagious and able to
transmit the deadly bird flu virus to others.
Burgermeister, who filed charges related to this incident against Baxter and another
biotechnology company, believes it “was a deliberate act to cause and profit from a
pandemic.” But that’s not Baxter’s only blemish.
In the 1990s, Baxter entered into a four-way, $640 million settlement with hemophiliacs
in relation to blood clotting concentrates that were infected with HIV.12 In 2008 at least
81 people died and hundreds were injured from contaminated heparin (a blood thinning
drug),13 and in 2001 more than 50 dialysis patients died due to faulty Baxter
equipment.14 Then in 2017 Baxter paid $18.2 million in a settlement over mold at a
manufacturing facility.15
If for no other reason than the fact that Baxter may be unbelievably sloppy when dealing
with potentially dangerous or deadly material and drugs — as opposed to being part of a
genocidal plot — it would have been prudent to leave them out of the development of a
swine flu vaccine. But this is just one example.

In fact, Pfizer, which was quickly given emergency use authorization for its COVID-19
mRNA gene therapy shot, entered into the pandemic vaccine circle after being ordered
to pay the largest penalty ever for health care fraud.16
When announcing the record penalty of $2.3 billion against the drug giant, the U.S.
Department of Justice said one of the charges was a felony. The other charges
stemmed from false actions and claims submitted to federal health care programs. But
that’s not all Pfizer has paid out: In 2018, they also agreed to pay $23.8 million to resolve
claims that it used a foundation as a conduit to pay the copays of Medicare patients
taking three Pfizer drugs.17
When you look at the history of just these two companies, it should be clear to anyone
that they are not companies to be implicitly trusted with your health and money. Yet,
here we are in 2022, and you are supposed to trust that Pfizer isn’t doing likewise its
COVID shot.
In a worst case scenario, Burgermeister is correct in her claim that there is clear
evidence that pharmaceutical companies, Pfizer and Baxter included, and international
government agencies, including WHO, are actively engaged in developing,
manufacturing, distributing and quite possibly purposely releasing viruses classified as
the most deadly bioweapons on earth, in order to then be able to declare a pandemic
and swiftly offer up a vaccine solution for worldwide use.

Was Swine Flu Being Used for Political and Financial Gain?
As for Burgermeister’s criminal charges with the FBI against the WHO, the United
Nations (UN), and several of the highest ranking government and corporate officials,
evidence was presented to show that:
“… an international corporate criminal syndicate, which has annexed high
government office at Federal and State level, is intent on carrying out a mass
genocide against the people of the United States by using an artificial (genetic)
flu pandemic virus and forced vaccine program to cause mass death and injury

and depopulate America in order to transfer control of the United States to the
United Nations and affiliated security forces (UN troops from countries such as
China, Canada, the UK and Mexico).
There is proof many organizations — World Health Organization, UN as well as
vaccine companies such as Baxter and Novartis - are part of a single system
under the control of a core criminal group, who give the strategic leadership,
and who have also funded the development, manufacturing and release of
artificial viruses in order to justify mass vaccinations with a bioweapon
substance in order to eliminate the people of the USA, and so gain control of the
assets, resources etc of North America.”
Again, whether or not the real reason behind the frantic push for mass vaccinations is to
reduce population, there’s no doubt that the swine flu vaccine lined the pockets of
pharmaceutical companies and other involved parties — just as the COVID-19 shots
have today.
Pandemic-related drugs have cashed in too. Looking back at 2009, one financial analyst
estimated that Tamiflu sales would amount to hundreds of millions in sales in the near
future, and sales of the swine flu vaccines being prepped as we speak will likely run in
the billions of dollars, as WHO declared the swine flu “unstoppable” and instructed all
194 member countries to stock up.
According to a CNN report,18 the U.S. demand alone was anticipated to be as high as
600 million doses of swine flu vaccine. That would have been two doses each for 300
million Americans, on top of the 115 million doses of seasonal flu vaccine. When you
consider that remdesivir — COVID’s equivalent to Tamiflu — is expected to go from a
paltry $2.87 billion in sales in 2021 to $377 billion in 2022,19 you can see that the
financial round-robin appears perpetual.

Was the Swine Flu a Test for Future Pandemics?

In 2009, the Strategic Advisory Group of Experts (SAGE), the highest level of advisory in
WHO on immunization matters, recommended the swine flu vaccine be administered to
the following primary target groups first:20
Health care workers

Pregnant women

Children over the age of 6 months with

Adults with chronic health conditions

chronic health conditions

such as chronic respiratory disease,
asthma, or obesity

Healthy adults between the ages of 15 to

Healthy children

49
The elderly
This is exactly what happened with the COVID vaccines: The same demographics
targeted for the vaccines in 2009 were same ones targeted for COVID. My question is:
Who’s left other than the deceased when it comes to mandated vaccines?
In 2009, Burgermeister immediately felt the heat from her actions, which shed light on,
and endangered this golden vaccine goose egg, beginning with being fired from her job
as European Correspondent of the Renewable Energy World website. In a blog, she
stated:
“Because there is reason to believe this decision was related to my filing
charges alleging bioterrorism against the people of the USA and the rest of the
world, and because I am entitled as a citizen to report a crime if there is
credible evidence, I intend to file a lawsuit against Pennwell, a magazine
company that covers the oil and defense industries and which took over REW in
2007 after I began working there, for unfair dismissal.”

What Can You Do Now?

These are challenging times, but fear, panic and emotional over-reactions are not the
answer, although government and corporate interests are pushing for just that. Just
remember that a little common sense and some level-headed thinking will serve you and
your family far better.
Educate yourself on these issues rather than simply believing the press releases that are
re-read a hundred times on every channel. Spend a little time reviewing the vast supply
of information available on the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC) Web site,
and join Barbara Loe Fisher in taking action against the potential threat of mandatory
swine flu vaccinations.
You also can contact your legislators. And last but not least, let me reiterate that you
can protect your health from ANY kind of flu, without a potentially dangerous vaccine, by
making positive lifestyle changes, and I strongly urge you to start incorporating these
changes into your life today.
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